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by Dave Larson
feature editor

.: Hitchhiking
·can

The gun will be sounded tomorrow as the ·
Thild Annual Great Yakiina River Raft and/or
Floating Objects Race begins.
·
Du~ to the river's high water, Kennedy Hall
sponsors have changed the race course to begin
at the Thorpe Bridg~ and down to. the eddy
''
·
·
before Rotary Park.
"The water is supposed to be about a foot
higher than it was last weekend, so we had to
choose a safer course," said Dean Walz, race
coordinator.
_ Previous course plans had been to start the
race at the spillway and end at Clearwater Park
below the dump.
Registration and the picnic is to begin at 10
a.m. at the bridge. Starewell Engagement is
scheduled to entertain the racers and picnic
goers.
The race, scheduled to begin at 12:30 p.m., is
open to all students or faculty staff from any
institution of higher learning.
"We hope that in the near future the race will
become intercollegiate, like having Western and
Eastern come over," said Walz.
Before anyone is allowed to race they must
first fill out a liability form which will be
available in the SUB today or out at the start-of
the race.
·
Also in the SUB today will be a display of the
course, the race rules and the trophies which
will go to the first place finishers.
Four catagories '
The four race categories are faculty and staff,
inner tubes, rubber rafts and home constructed.
crafts. The last three will be judged separately
for men and women.
·
·
An overall dorm trophy will be given to the
dorm which has accumulated the most points.
The point breakdown is seven for first place,
five for second, three for third and, one point
for each raft or tube to finish.
During the race, no destructive methods of
eliminating competition or motorized rafts will
be allowed.
.
The total time to race, according to Walz,
should be about 30-40 minutes with a possible
20 minutes added to those who are content to
just float.
·
"Last year we had about 90 people float in
the race. This year we hope to have 120 or
more so that we at least come close to breaking
even," Walz commented.
Walz also said that the 75 cents per person
charge was not to be for profit-making, but to
cover costs of the race.
"We just want people to have a good time. In
my opinion, the race last year was ~he biggest
thing spring quarter and this could be the
same," Walz concluded.
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Washington's new hitchhiking
law goes into effect Tuesday and
with it are as many loopholes as
there are places to hitchhike.

fun.

• • •

Bill Hall, from the city
highway department, said that
most of the facets of this new
law are more confusing than
helpful.
The · main two points of the
law are hitchhiking is legal on all
non-limited access highways and
hitchhiking is only legal on
limited access highways where it
is posted as such.
The- big problem, he said, is
the differentiation between
limited access and non-limited
access highways. At the present
time, he added, the department
is just going to have to go by its
limited access directory.

feeble ....
The State Highway
Commission has been designated
to give the final word on where a
person can and cannot
hitchhike. The Commission is
supposed to be posting signs
designating where one can
hitchhike. As of press time,
those signs have not been posted
in this area, however.
Another confusing item in the
law, Hall said, is that if a driver
picks up a hitchhiker someplace
in Seattle where it is legal then
drops him off in Ellensburg, he
will have to drive off the
freeway onto a non-limited
access road.

frustrating

Crier named ·':· :··
All-American
The Crier has been awarded an All-American rating by the
Associated Collegiate Press for earning the highest rating in national ·
collegiate competition for the first half of the 1971-72 -academic
year.
The Crier was awarded special marks ·of distinction .in four of the .
five graded categories. The special marks of distinction were awarded '.
for photography, editorial leadership, physical appearance;· and
·· · •· '-· , 'i - 1 .. : ... •
. . .
writing and editing.
This is the second honor the Crier has received this year. Last
~ntb it was named the outstanding collegiate .newspaper in ,
statewide competition by Signa Delta Chi, journalism fraternity. · · ',
This is the first time ever that the Central publication IW won
both awards.
\

.. '"·'

• • •

If the driver fails to do so,
then both the driver and the
hitchhiker can be liable.
Cascade Way, an entrance and
exit road is city-owned. Where it
would be legal to thumb a ride
will need some state posting and
decisions.
The state has taken away the
city's right to limit or restrict
hitchiking on streets such as
Cascade.
The State Patrol in Ellensburg
offered no comment on how ·
they will enforce the hitchhiking
law.
Hall added that the highway
department will know · better
how to deal with the new law as
it goes into effect and specific
instances arise.
Until then, the do's and don'ts
of hitchhiking are still very
unclear.

photos by Gary _Stewart
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·c at-a-log

Ne'Nman in 'Coo/'

by Candy Bonham
cat-a-log editor

"Medium Cool," starring Paul
Newman, is this week's ASC
movie to be shown tonight and
tomorrow night in the SUB
small ballroom at 7. Admission
price is 75 cents with your ASC
card.

HISTORY FILM
A full-length documentary on
the causes and course of the
Spanish revolution and civil war
during the 1930s will be shown
Monday at 7: 30 p.m. in Fine
Arts 118.
The history department will

Wee.kend play cancelled

Performances · .of "Private Lives" for this weekend have been
sponsor the film, "To ·Die in · Everyone planning to student
Madrid." The public is welcome. teach in the fall must have . canceled and are rescheduled for Monday.
Performances will run from Monday through Saturday, May 27, in
. No admission will be charged.
completed these tests. . . . . . . ,
the Three Penny Playhouse at 8:15 p.m. Next Friday and Saturday
additional matinees will be presented at 3 p.m.
BLOOD NEEDED
NEW FALL CLASS
Cancellation of this weekend's performances is due to an illness of
Tuesday, Red Cross volunteers
"Philosophy of Love" is one
will be at Munson Hall to accept new· class to be offered this fall · one of the cast members.
donations of blood. Presently a quarter. Listed as Phil. 398, it
wife of a faculty member is in will be taught · by · Dr. Jay
· · · Bachrach for five credits . . · · · ,
need of blood . ... : · · ·
Take time to give someone the
The ' course is described as the . The second issue of the Indiari newspaper, Natives of This Land is
extra life that they may need. . -study of various concepts of love now available in the Pit.
According to Jim Castilla, editor of the paper, this issue is a
·.
· . . . as they occur in philosophy and
ED TESTS ""~ ··_'?~;_.- literature. · .·The · nature of take-off on the first issue with Indian prayers, stories, poetry and
Teacher education speech and ·. friendship and romantic _, love , other Native American features.
hear!ng tests will be· given today -, _~S<J ..will be discussed. · · ·
Natives of This Land is free to students because the ASC
and Monday-Friday of - next -; .. :·· ·.'
·
legislature is funding its publication.
week from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in ' . SEPTEMBER EXPERIENCE
· The September experie~ce
Edison 201-B:
placements will be posted · in
Ferdinand Roten Art Galleries from Baltimore, Md., btings
. Black ·Hall after June 1. Do not
original
art work to universities, community colleges and art
·· pre-register for this activity. You
museu~ throughout the nation.
will register in · your individual
·The exhibitions and sales come to campuses and museums for one
districts.
·
day.
The exhibit and sale of original graphic art by contemporary and
STAGE BAND
old
master artists will be displayed Monday from noon to 8 p.m. in
· If you have any free time
the student lounge of the Fine and Applied Arts building.
today between 11:15 a.m. and
The display of art will have over 1000 original etchings,
noon, stop by the SUB Pit and
lithographs and woodcuts by artists such as Picasso, Chagall, Miro
hear · the stage band perform. '
· They're a good band and and Dali. Most prices are under $100.
Roten Galleries will send out a qualified representative to answer
admission is free.
any questions about the art work.

Indian neVttspaper ready

National art shoVtt here

:~

,' '

. BURL BARER'
Seattle's KOL radio
personality, Burl Barer, will be
speaking on the Baba 'i faith in
the Grupe Conference Center
· tomorrow at 2 p.m. Barer is a
member of this organization.
The · proclamation of · the
Baha'i : faith in the Elle_nsburg
area will include a public

Financial aid awarded
Notices of financial aid awards for the 1972-73 school year will
not be mailed until after June 5 due to the late date the government
made known the funds available for 1972-73.
All notices of awards will be mailed to the applicant's permanent
home address. If your home address has been changed recently
please notify the Office of Financial Aid, Barge 209.
All students who will not be at their home address during the
month of June are urged to make arrangements for their mail to be
forwarded because there is a deadline for the applicant to sign the
notice of award and return it to the Office of Financial Aid.

Hy~kems

_distributed

The 1972 Hyakem will begin to be distributed next Wednesday in
SUB 104.
The yearbook will be distributed from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday, then from 10 a.m. to noon on Friday.
Each student will need their ASC card or some other positive
means of identification to pick up his book.
There will be a limited number of Hyakems left, which will be sold
.for $8 on a -first come, first serve basis at the Cashiers office in
Mitchell Hall.

Fiction reading held

Electronics For Entertainment? ·',STEREOCRAfl

TODAY ONLY

OPEN TILL

9 P.M.

COMPUTERIZED

meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in the old Coast ·to Coast
storefront on 4th and N. Pine
Street. Group singing and an
explanation of the faith are
included in the program.
A picnic is planned for Sunday
in Memorial Park starting at 11
a.m. Bring your own lunch and
join the Baha'is in games "and
fun. Punch and cookies will be
provided.

Demonstration~

HITCH A RIDE TO THE
PIZZA PLACE I

Henry Joncas representing the BOSE Corp.
wlll present a computerized demonstration
of the famous 901 Speaker System - the
most hlghly reputed speakers of all time.

ALSO ...
See the spe~ial BOSE-SANSUI
4-Channel Demonstration.

·J 0 :cent,e rs 5-6

Several ·M ind-Boggllng Specials

1. _Maxwell Recording T~pe
"'ne"" ·_,- 40% OFF ·
2. Concord Mk. IX Dolby
To~ u
s237oo .
3. Shure, Pickering & ADC Cartridges · 50%.;_QFF·
4. BASF Cassettes
'°":OFF

.·

~ '.

....

.

:.

Monday-Saturday•

..,_.:: ·.·.
.. . .
'

r •

;·,

~

,. ·in the plaza, i!'s· the.~.

20::.Now

MANY OTHER IN-STORE SPECIALS

.

,~

"Wortd'•

Cossette

A fiction reading will be held Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the faculty
lounge of the Language and Literature building.
Richard Johnson, assistant professor of English at Central, will be
reading~ selection of short stories he has written.
His publications have appeared in magazines such as North
American Review, Four Quarters, Discourse, and The Northwest
Review. Johnson also has had a novel published.
Johnson, originally from Seattle, received his B.A. and M.A. at the
University of Washington. He has been teaching at Central for eight
years.
.His 'reading is sponsored by the English department's programs
committee.

--:

.

PIZZA PLACE 925-5446
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Trustees.· did not Cancel erotic films
by Dave Larson
feature editor
Last Tuesday an Erotic Film
Festival was scheduled to take
place, but when _the 7 p.m.
opening rolled around
approximately 100 persons
found themselves out of the
evening's entertainment.
Though there were accusations
that the films were canceled
because the administration and a
Board of Trustees member
thought the showing was not
befitting the college, the true
reason was that the advisor of

Sponsor's advisor withdraws approval

the sponsoring club withdrew his
approval.
Jeffrey Treder of the Engli~h
department, stated that he
withdrew his approval after
learning the nature of the films.
"I gave the authorization for a
film series last February on the
assumption that they were chess
films," said Dr. Treder, advisor
of the campus Chess Club.
According to Donald Wise,
associate dean of students,

Kennedy (Kippy) Poyser assured wish to have his name on the slip
him that Dr. Treder did know of of authorization.
the content of the fihm.
· "I just ·didn't want to be
''I called , Dr. Treder on associated with this type of
Mo~day just to reaffirm with _ show. If I had known before
him . that the actiyity was that this show was scheduled, I
scheduled. He was . surprised · wouldn't have given my
·upon learning that .the films approval," Dr. Treder said.
were 'erotic'," DT.- Wise
Dr. Treder indicated that if
reported.
other persons want to schedule
At that time, stated Dr. Wise, and go see "skin flicks," then
Dr. Treder wanted it to be that was their business, but that
perfectly clear that he did not he wanted no part of it. .

Canned Heat brings good boogie music
by Debbie Barto
staff writer

Henry "Sunflower" Vestine is
an expert guitarist and has been
Canned Heat, best known as a praised as one of the finest blues
guitarists ' in the world.
blues band, will be here for a
·concert Monday night in "Sunflower" has played every
conceivable type ·of gig from
Nicholson Pavilion at 8 o'clock.
fraternity
parties to blue sessions
Canned Heat is more than just
a blues band though; their music in the deep south. He recently
is the sum of jazz boogie, the was a part of a group called Sun..
Adolfo "Fite" de la Parra is
blues guitar line, the rock beat
the
drummer of the group. He
and the country-flavored harp.
has played with some of the
Some of their more notable biggest Mexican groups in the
singles include "On the Road last decade. His drumming is
Again," "Goin' Up the described as precise, pronounced
Country," "Time Was," and to the point.
"Amphetamine Annie" and
"Let's Work Together."
The five members of the group
all have backgrounds in music.

The bass guitar for Canned
Heat is played by Tonay "Olaff"
de la Barradea. He played in
Mex.ioo in a group with "Fito" for
five years. His work also took
him to backing up the Monkees
in a group called The Good
Times. "Olaff" has a list of
back-up engagements for many
other big name artists.
The most recent addition to
Canned Heat, Joel Scott Hill,
joined the band during their
latest European tour in
September · and October, 1970.
He has a deep, bluesey and

soulful voice to go along witli his
experienced playing on the lead
guitar.
Canned Heat's latest album in
"Hooker 'n Heat" (John Hooker
and Canned Heat together)
released in January.

Poyser stands · to lose $180
with the cancellation. .
Upon learning of the advisor
cancellation, ACLU agreed to
sponsor the showings, but were
refused by Dr. Wise due to
certain college policies.
One such policy states that
activities must be scheduled 10
days in advance of the activity.
Dr. Wise commented that if
-the films were to be rescheduled
and all procedures were
followed, then he would most
likely approve them.
The accusation that a Trustee
member did wish to see the film
series canceled was true, but it
had no bearing on Dr. Treder's
decision for he had no
knowledge of the trustee's
wishes.

Appearing with Canned Heat
will be the Pure Food and Drug
Act featuring Sugarcane Harris
and Harvey Mandel. Tickets are
on sale in the SUB for $3 or at ~
the door for $3.50. The show is
scheduled to last two and a half \
· hours.

Bob "the bear" Hite got his
interest from a record collection
he started as a · child that has
grown to over 7000. He has
become an interpreter, singer,
and writer of the blues as well as
a rhythm guitar player.

••••

Hite has been responsible for .
what many have called "the
rebirth of the blues".
'

.

~-

Service.Without
A Service
Charge
· _. Airline & Railroad

Cascade Beverage Co.
Recycle Frid-8 :00-3 :00

(From· June Thur•. 8-4)

.

THE ICE CREAM PARLOR WILL BE

ANNOUNCES THE DEBUT
OF THE
.

.

.

CLOSED ALL DAY SATU RDA VS .
/

AND SUNDA VS UNTIL FURTHER

BIG CAT BURGER

NOTICE-BUT· ALL ITEMS WILL BE

IT CONTAINS
2-4 oz GR BEEF PATTIES-1 SLI AMERICAN CHEESE
l -l 1/2 oz SLICE OF HAM -. 2 STRIPS OF BACON

AVAILABLE IN THE CAFETERIA
O.N WEEK ENDS-ALONG WITH

plus ~ETTUCE & TOMATO-ALL ON A JUMBO BUN

THE OTHER CAFETERIA ITEMS

A SIMPLY D-ELICIOUS MEAL IN ITSELF

AND REGULAR WEEKEND

REGULAR PRICE WILL BE 89'

MAY 24th

703 Wenas

NOTICE!! NOTICE!!

-SUB CAFETERIA·

SPECIAL THIS DEBUT DA y WED.

.

CAFETERIA.- HOURS· SAT· rl AM
I

TO 10 PM SUNDAYS· 12 NOON
to 9 PM

-ONLY 69~16 oz Cup of Coffee so~

That's Inflation, BUT you keep the big ceramic cup
and refills from now on are only 1o~ --

··Butthat's not inflation, it's a steal (for 40')

II

ee
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Brooks seeks budget changeS·
Use ,re·sery.e funds?

Alumni letter. vague

by Pete Delaunay
editor-in-chief

In April the Committee on Joint Student Fees voted to reduce the
Men's Intercollegiate AUUetic Budget by some $7500, with $4000
of that amount to be replaced by ASC President Steve -Harrison if a
C~ntral team should qualify for national competition.
The total loss incurred by the Athletic Department after the
recommended budget had passed amounted to $3500. Last year
Central athletics received about $69,000. The Joint Student Fees
Committee proposed that the Athletic Department receive some
$63,000 for next year.
According to a recent attorney general's opinion concerning the
expediture of student monies, the · responsibility lies with the
president. of the college and not the students alone. Therefore, the
budget submitted to President Brooks from the Joint Student Fees
Committee can be changed if Dr. Brooks feels a readjustment is
nec~ry.

On Monday afternoon, President Brooks called the Joint Student
Fees Committee together to discuss the proposed budget and the
manner . in which the budget will be presented to the Board of
Trustees in June.
At the outset of the meeting President Brooks pointed out that he
was ultimately res~onsible for the budget and the expenditure of
student fees. He then told committee members that colleges
throughout the state are quite concerned about making their
·
enrollment next fall:
"The amount of money distributed by the Committee on Joint
Student Fees is determined by the number of students enrolling next
fall," said Dr. Brooks, "and I would like to suggest that the Joint
Student Fees accountant examine our new figures which indicate a
decline in our projected enrollment."
As an alternative to further student activity budget cuts, Dr.
Brooks suggested that the committee utilize some of the available .
funds now held in the building reserve fund ($40,000 in reserve). "I
don't think the reserve fund should be totally eliminated," he said,
"but I do think it can be reduced."
The building reserve money is set aside to ensure the payment of
bonds for the Student Union Building; bonds that were let when the
new SUB section was added about two years ago.
Dale Widner, Joint Student Fees accountant, said the reserve is not
legally required, but the committee felt it a good business practice
and should not tamper with reserves.
Over the last two or three weeks President Brooks has received a
number of letters from interested alumni concerning the Joint
Student Fees athletic budget cut. "I understand the Athletic
Department has written some letters to athletic alumni throughout
the state," said Dr. Brooks, "and I think it is entirely proper· that
J,>eople benefiting from the athletic program voice a concern."
Dr. Brooks said he had no idea that any letter writing campaign
Was being initiated. However, he did think the committee should go
with the budget they'd proposed with a few "adjustments".
Adrian' Beamer, director of Central Athletics, said that a letter had '
been sent out to some of the "athletic alumni," but he had no idea
as t_o how many letters were sent.
Fredric Wolfer, director of Alumni Affairs, said that his office had .
nothing to do with the letter to the alumni concerning athletics.
In comparing athletic budgets for the state colleges, Dr. T~maras,
director of Physical Education at WWSC, said that the school
comparison was unfair.
"It is difficult to compare the budgets in a number of ways," Dr.
Tomaras said, "We (WWSC) have to pay for the rental of our field,
sports information officer and we travel much farther than Central.
There are a great many factors making it an extremely complicated
process and is very unfair if presented in a general way."
The Director of EWSC Athletics, Dr. Robert Anderson, also
maintains that the state college athletic budgets cannot be compared
straight across the board.
1
"I don't think every school in the conference should have the
same budget or even close to the same," said Dr. Anderson, "because
there are so many varying factors to consider. Obviously, we travel
more than other schools and we don't have nearly the availability to
transportation that Central does."

A laboratory newspaper of the department of journalism of
Central Washington State College published Tuesdays and Fridays
during the academic year except during examination weeks and
holidays. Views expressed are those of the students, staff and
editors, not necessarily CWSC. Advertising material presented
herein does pot necessarily imply endorse!Ilent by this newspaper.
Mail Subscription price, $1 per quarter or $3 per year, payable to .
the CAMPUS CRIER, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington, 98926. ·
Entered as second class matter at the U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,.
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The following letter was sent on April 28 from the Department of
Athletics:
Dear Wildcat Booster:
As you .have probably read, we are having a
difficult ti~ trying to get the necessary funds
to operate our athletic program. We need your
help!
Briefly, our situation is this:
1. Last year we received a $7000 cut in our
budget from the previous year. We had
requested a budget of $87 ,000 and we received
$69,350.
- 2. This year we requested a budget of
$86,000. This request has been reduced to
$63,643 which is a cut from last year's budget
of about $6000.
3. We have been operating on a total budget
considerably less than other institutions in our
conference of similar size and running similar
programs. For example, this year Western
Washington State College budget was around
$80,000 plus national travel expense. Eastern
Washington State College had.a budget of about
$75,000 plus national travel expense. Southern
Oregon College had a budget of $80,000 plus
national travel expense. Our budget was
$ 6 9, 3 55 which included national travel
expense.
.
4. If this reduction is allowed to stand, it will
mean the following: Elimination of golf, tennis,
gymnastics and possibly swimming. Elimination
of junior varsity football, basketball, baseball
and wrestling teams.
We are proud of our CWSC Athletic Program,
and we know that ·you are also. We want to see
this program continued and to get ·better.
You may help us by taking a moment of your
time to write a letter to Dr. Brooks expressing
your concern. If possible, you might also make
a personal call to him or- the members of the
Joint Student Fees Committee. Please send a
copy of your letter to the Long Range Budget
Committee.
We will appreciate any help you are able to
give us.
Sincerely,
A. L. Beamer
Stan Sorenson
Gary Frederick
. Gary L. Smith
Tom Uony,ale·
Dean Nicholson
Tom Parry
Eric R. Beardsley

Dick Foxal
Bob Gregson
Spike Arlt

Eastern has one ·college van, not solely designed for the
transporting of athletes. If that van is not available, they are forced
to commercially rent one at $14 per day and 14 cents per mile.
"Next year," he said, "we are anticipating greater transportation
costs for all spQrts. We've asked for about $100,00 but I'd stake my
life that we won't get our total. I would suspect that we're going to
receive less than this year's budget of $75,000." ~
According to the correspondence received by members of the
committee and the President Brooks, most of those who wrote could
comprehend the "drastic" cut in Central athletics as compared to
other .Schools in the state.
~'It is my feeH.::>.g that -ar1y reduction in your program," one alum
wrote, "will have detrimental effects upon those remaining and that
Central , will no longer be in a position to be competitive as it has
been for so long."
In the first segment of the athletic•department memo, department
personnel allege that the 71-72 budget was "cut" some $7000 from
the previous year. They did not mention in the letter that some
$5000 had been carried over from the athletic budget of 70-71 to
71-72.
The Joint Student Fees Committee did not cut the athletic budget
by $7000 as tqe department maintains. They were cut some $2000
as were all other budget areas straight across the board
proportionately.
Widner• said that many of the reductions as indicated on the letter
sent by the athletic department to "Wildcat Boosters" were to take
place anyway.
"I understand that the golf team was to ·be dropped because they
had no ·course to play on and the gymnastics team as well because
they had no coach.
"According to last year's athletic budget," he continued, "the
total sum to fund both of those activities amounts to $3600
theoretically leaving the department with the same amount of
money to operate on next year as this year."
"In the budget recently submitted by the athletic department" he
said, "they have budgeted swimming and on this memo they say
· · tliev~n eliminate it."
·
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Professor protests discrimination
To the editor:
I am writing this letter to
protest Central's policy of
discriminating against Germans.
There is a sizable minority of
persons with German
background here, however, for
decades our cultural heritage and
pride have peen denied us.
The American establishment
has even slanted the English
1an guage to conjure up
dangerous racists associations
about our minority group
("German measles" and "germs"
are good examples).
The history department is still
offering courses in Modern
German History taught by
non-Germans.

fresh hamburgers, frankforters
and sauerkraut is totally
inadequate.

German, what should his
sufferance b~? Why, revenge,
because you suffered when your
VW broke down? There is even a
rumor that Richard III was part
Habs- or Hamburger!
Yes, there comes a time in
man's life when he has to decide
whether to go back to Germany
or stay here, work hard and say:
"lch bin ein Ellensburger."
In short, if these- unnegotiable
demands ~ are not met, I am
threatening to shut up, settle
down and become one of the
strongest ·advocates of the
system.
Brotherly,
Gerhard Siegfried Kallienke
Assistant Professor of German,
German Club Advisor

2. More subscriptions to
newspapers which will further
our ethnic pride such as ''Adolf
von Thadden Speaks. "
3. The immooiate funding of a
German Studies Center, beer
cellar included.
This German Studies Center
would help restore the lost pride
of ·our German brother and
sisters who are completely
alienated from the American
power structure.

Do not misunderstand me,
though, we still want to share
The total German experience the rewards of the system such
demands that only a Nazi as money, prestige, etc. After all,
general could truly understand aren't we all Americans? Don't
First, I realize that this isn't a
and teach such a course (even we have dimensions, senses,
the English Department is- .affections, passions? Are we not question and answer section
(mayb-e this paper should
making plans to have De fed with the same food, hurt
provide one to the students) but
Quincey's Confessions of an with the same weapons, subject
I have a few questions
English Opium Eater taught by a to the same diseases, heal~d by
concerning:
certified opium eater).
the same means, warmed and
1. The cost of the rolled grass
cooled by the same winter and along the mall and next to Hertz
We demand the following:
1. The immediate hiring of a summer? Don't we eat gefillte as opposed to the cost of grass
German assistant food fish as you do?
· seed? Labor and materials?
And if an American wrongs a
director-the recruitment of

Disappointed skin vie\Ner
knocks 'parental' guidance
To the editor:
The sign on the door said,
"Erotic Film Festival canceled
by pressure from the
administration and Herbert
Frank, Board of Trustees."
I thought when we came to
college we left our parents at
home. But it seems that in their
absence the "administration"
and Mr. Frank have seen fit to
take their place.
I think we are old enough to

Exp'enditures questioned

Last Saturday evening I
attended the soul food dinner
and fashion show held in the
SUB cafeteria. The food was
fantastic and the fashions were
great. But the shadow over the
dinner was the noticeable lack
of white students in attendance.
There - were exactly three
white students there with some
faculty and staff but most of the
people in attendance were the
black students themselves~
The soul food dinner is an
experience; a learning
experience.
Everyone tells me that there
was an Apple Blossom Festival
and it was nice weather-well I
think ·that's great but there are

6900 students going to Central
and they weren't all gone.
Maybe it was the money. But
everyone has the money for beer
and cigarettes. Where else could
you get so much great food for
$2.50? We all have to eat; why
not learn and become aware of a
culture that exists right here at
Central.
I really believe.that we have to
go more than halfway if we are
going to have understanding and
peace in the world. If we can
start right here at Central then
so much the better.
One of the places to start
would have been student
involvement in Black Week.
Sorry you missed it!!

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Professional Colour prints. $10
photo fee + $10 pe_r -12 prints.
Rie-ber Photo '925-4856, 963-1726.

FOR SALE: 1965 Corvette ftbk:
1969. 427 430 hp., 10.000: 4 spd:
1970 rearend 3: 70: Header,
(Wrecked. needs front end glass,
etc.) See Butterfield Chev. Body
Drew Metcalf Shop. 963-1459.
Off-campus

THE TAV

SWEECY LIVES
OPEN .NOON
SATURDAY

Lack of vvhite attendants
'shadovvs' Black Week
To the editor:

2. The actual cost to the
college of that hideous' 12-foot
urinal in the SUB cafeteria?
3. The reaction of the SUB
management to lowering the
price of a cup of coffee to 5
cents or allowing free refills.

make our own decisions
concerning what we want to see
and I don't think that these
films should have been canceled,
especially ~fter having been
advertised for more than a week.
I wonder how much money
the sponsors lost as a result of
this last minute cancellation?
Sincerely,
Scott Scrimgeour
Muzzall Hall

STEIN CLUB
KEGGER

SUNDAY 21st
1:00 pm

HAPPY HOUR
2-5
WITH PEANUTS THE TAV

CHECK AT TAV

A.S.C. SPONSORS·

· JAZZ NITE
· · .. ·. · II
'

Linda Schodt

-

Sunday, May 21
8 p.in. McConnell Auditorium
Doors op-e n at 7 :00 p.m.
TICKETS ON SALE IN SUB BOX OFFICE
ALSO AT THE DOOR ,

NBofC has an easier way
to find the exact change.

so~-STUDENTS,

Proce~ds to purchase· equipment

· Don't blow your cool rummaging for loose ch~nge.
With an NBofC checking account you can write a
check for the exact amount and be on your way. See
the NBofC office near you for a checking account to
fit your needs.

II>

NBC

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

-STAGE.SAND-

ELLENSBURG OFFICE: 501 N. Pearl Street
I • I

I

for

MEMBER F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20.000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

.

1° 0 NON-STUDENTS

l

I

~

•

~

,

I
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Wallace shooting saddens Abernathy
by Dave Larson
feature editor .
Grief and sadness was brought
to symposium speaker Raiph
Abernathy last Monday upon
learning of the tragic shooting of
presidential candidate George
Wallace.

"It is indeed sad news. Though
we differ in many areas, we
come from the same state. We
are citizens of the same country.
We are brothers,'' said Rev.
Abernathy, president of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference.

NEW ARRIVALS
Terrycloth Shorts & T-Shirts
~~

I

~\}

·c otton T-Shirts

WI

/~!li:S.....t,.

·Polyester Sho·r ts
And
Bermudas
Bright colors for Spring

<~\ A~
(~~t .1\1
.·:·:·
:::::::
-:·:-:

~JI

;1
M

!~
'

.l
\~ ~j\

by Catalina

Margaret's
in the Plaza

Ma1garet Milin
720 E. 8th Ave·

how deep the roots of racism are
and how sick the country must
be.
"I tremble for my country
when I think of the tragic
assassinations of John Fitzgerald
Ken~edy, Medgar Evers, Bobby
Kennedy and my .dearest friend
Dr. .Martin Luther King,'' Rev.
Abernathy told the 650-member
audience.
Rev. Abernathy also said that
the United States government is
· perpetrating such acts of
violence when the public views
t~e. incidents of the military
k1llmg students at Kent State,
Jackson State and 10,000 miles
from our shores, and the beating
of youths in Washington, D.C.,
and on campuses all over the
nation.
"We must. ~ind young pe~ple
who have v1s1on and foresight
because America is dying of the
cancerous ,?isease of violence
and hate,
Rev. Abernathy
added.
Cause of violence
The absence of love, indicated
Rev. Abernathy, is the cause of
this violence and that it is
Rev. Ralph Abernathy
destroying America.
"Love is the most powerful
At Central for the "Love and
Love Substitutes" symposium,_ force in the universe. It is the
Rev. Abernathy stated that the greatest force in the entire
Wallace shooting goes to show universe,'' said Rev. Abernathy.

What~got Datsun

NOW
DARREL'S AMERICAN
--Brings to you-POLYESTER· TIRE~! (4 ·p ly, of course)

dealers laughing up
their sleeves?

T. E E B E E I
•

1 price for BLACKWALLS and WHITEWALLS.

•

•

1

•

• •

No extra charge for. mounting and balancing
excise tax included!

T.E.E. H.E.E. stand for
Technical Engineering
Excellence. And Highly
Extravagant Extras.
Standard equipment like:
• Safety front disc brakes
• Reclining front buckets
• Whitewalls
• Tinted glass
• Overhead cam engine
See the Small Car Expert,
your Datsun dealer.
Drive a Datsun ... then
decide.
.,

RADIALS-UP TO 40 % off!

DATSUN

These tires are priced FAR below the
competition's price. COMPARE 11
Dual stripe whitewalls .a t blackwall prices I

Recaps- 1 week only $12 95 Including mounting,
balancing and excise tax.
CA~

YOU BELIEVE THE PRICES!!!

'

6.50x13 $2000
7.00x13 2200
C78x14 2200
23so
E78x14
G78x14 2500
H78x14 2700
2400
F78x15
. ~ G78x15 2500
H78x15 2700
3000
L78x15
What A Deal! Can you top this?
Darrel personally guarantees EVERY tire solcii
listen fo·r Darrel's far-out commercials on KXlE

The renQwned speaker stated
that perhaps it is impossible to
love certain individuals . but that
we can show goodwill and
understanding toward them.
"Love does not operate like a
hydrant:- You can turn water off
and on, but love does not
· operate that way,'' said Rev.
Abernathy.
In the speech, entitled "Social
Change and Committments,"
Rev. Abernathy stated that
America uses substitutes much
like people . use love substitutes.
"We give $92 million to go to
the moon. We give Mr. Eastland
$13,000 to grow no grain or
fiber. And we send Mr. Agnew
all over the world to give moon
rocks to heads of state when he
should be giving loaves of bread
to starving children,''
commented the civil rights
advocate.
Seven-point plan
Favoring an end · to farm
subsidies and . to shift those
· funds to feed the poor, bringing
the troops home from
Indochina, providing modern
health care to all persons,
changing the ·priorities of the
FBI to comb~t more national
dangers, and stopping the
building of nuclear and napalm
bombs to build houses and
rebuild cities are on Rev.
Abernathy's seven-point plan to ·
· improve America.
Modern equal education and
mandatory busing were also
included in the plan.
"Those people who are against
busing are really not against
busing, but against black and
white people getting together,"
said Rev. Abernathy.
"Black is beautiful, but white
too is beautiful. The most
beautiful color is black and
white together,'' explained Rev.
Abernathy.
When money is given to black
and poor people, Rev.
Abernathy indicated, it is called
welfare, but when it is given to
big companies like ITT or
Lockheed it is called a federal
subsidy.
"I firmly believe that we have
a mandate from God to evict Mr.
Nixon from the White House
and to send Mr. Agnew back to
Maryland to draw welfare,'' Rev .
Abernathy concluded.

Rev. Abernathy explained to
the crowd that if he had
sounded hard on America, it was
CH 8-3638 2006 So. 1st St. because he loved his country.
"I will accept no substitutes,"
YAKIMA, WASH. 98903
he said.
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

TURNER DATSUN

PROTECT YOUR RIGHT TO· . CHOOSE YOUR JUDGES

Vote For

JUDGE MELVIN V.- . L 0

VE

J'"'dge, September 19
Now in his .1 4 year as trio I
, court judge on the front Iine of
~ judicial process. Nationally acclaimed Court Administration by
" American Bar Association
11 years Executive Committee Puget Sound Regional Plan·
ing Council, 6 years Chairman. 5 years · Bellevue City
Council, 2 years Mayor. Governor's Committee Metropolitan
Problems. Statewide Committee on Air Polution.P .T.A.
President and Legislative Chairman, Area Counci I, P. T.A.
Drug & Alcohol Abuse Committee, Bar Assoc. 1 8 years residen EastP.rn Washington, Attended Wash. · St. Univ , Class
of 42 Juris Doctor, U. W . Extra-Legal experience as farm
owner, hay, cattle, frui t , heavy construction. Combat Infantry, General Patton's Th ird Army Northern France &
Rhineland Campaigns.
PD POL. ADV . f led Judge Love ·
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SPECIAL

FLOATS
Reg.
COME IN AND CHECK OUT
OUR NEW BOOTHS

SAVE
Just

10~I

19~

29~

Mon-Wed- , May 22-24

Across Camp~s On 8th
BROWN, CAMEL, GREY,
FADED BLUE, NAVV., PLUM
SIZES 28-40

Robert Goralski
NBC Correspondent

.Goralski predicts
HHH's nomination
by Pete Delaunay
editor-in-chief
NBC News Correspondent
Robert Goralski told about 150
people in the SUB small' ball
room Wednesday night that
Humphrey would win the
Democratic presidential
nomination.
Goralski. who has been an NBC
correspondent 11 years, says that
McGovern will go in.to the convention with rlelegates and
strength but not much of a
political power base.
"His main issue." Goralski
said. "is the war which I do not
believe to be the crucial one.
Come November. the war in
Vietnam will be over."
Concerning the Nixon administration's new Vietnam
escalation. the Washington, D.C.,
newsman maintains that he has it
from a "very reliable source"
that Moscow and Peking knew
etbout the Haiphong blockade and
the bombing of railway lines in
etdvance.
"When Nixon was campaigning," said Goralski, "he
said he had a secret plan
for
this one, to which ever:i .· Jack
Anderson has not been able to
find the solution."
The veteran reporter said that
the American economy lags
· behind that of other countries
who have surpassed the once

American domination of electronics.
"We have yet to develop a
product that is appealing
abroad," he said. "We've been
building our budget to $80 billion
over the last 70 years and
pumped most of that money into
defense."
Goralski says the most
rliscouraging point about election
'72 is "lack of appealY
"None of the candidates are
speaking positively," he said.
"No one has talked seriously
about urban problems, transportation and · the educating of
children in public schools.
"America lacks the will to
address
these
kinds
of
problems." he said. "We are an
affluent society divided between
the rich and the poor."
.Television could do much more
to encourage this positive attitude. he said. "Television is not
all good." Goralski commented,
"and could perform a much more
valuable service by programming more thought-provoking
documentaries and taking the
obscurities out of broadcasting."
According to a recent poll, he
said. about 60 per cent of the
American people get all of their
news from Walter Cronkite in 22
minutes in the evening, which is
less than 6 columns in an evening
newspaper.

Reserve Your APT NOW for

SUMMER AND FALL!
• Furnished and Air Conditioned
• All utilities paid, P.xcept electricity

l BEDROOM-From . . . . . . . . . . . 190 to sgg
2 BEDROOM-From . . . . . . . .. s108 to 1135
These are special summer rates

$8.50
lb®WDQ~®
CORDUROY

BELL BOTTOMS
The look is wide and
wild-the fabric is
cotton corduroy in rich
colors that blend beautifully
with the new shirts. BasiG
jeans construction that
is traditionally Levi's.
Slide into a pair or
two-tod9' !
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-SAVE challenges rnovie;
4

plot on zero population ·
by Bill Irving
staff writer

Here's a notice all movie
goers! According to Rosemary
-Harrell, co-president of SA VE
(Student Assocfation of Voters
of Ecology), there are some
things you should know about
the Paramount movie "Z.P.G."
shown Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday evenings at the Liberty
Theatre.
Ms. Harrell indicated that theflick should in no way be
associated with the national
organization ZPG (Zero
Population Growth).
The main plot of "Z.P.G."
- revolves around the world being
on the verge of destruction,
which requires a 30-year ban on _
childbearing. Under penalty of
death a couple decide to bear a
child and the consequences of
their act are what ensue.
What _ZPG objects to is the use
of its name for the film title
when it opposes the no children
per couple and mandatory

•'

controls on birth depicted, but
rather urges couples to have a
maximum of two children with
voluntary - means to stabilize,.
population.
Previous titles
ZPG negotiated with
Paramount for a name change or
the -addition of an epilogue or
prologue or something on the
advertisements to indicate the
film did not represent the views
of the organization.
Paramount said no, so ZPG
took them to court where they
lost the injunction.

EIGHT-POUND BALL. Th~ above eight men
are a stage band combo known as "Eight-Pound
Ball." These men have recently been named the
number one combo in the Northwest. From left
to right Max Reese, guitar; Gary Hobbs, drums

and leader of the combo; John Giuliani, bass
guitar; Al Paxton, flugel horn; J'ohn Ward,
trombone; Mike Cooper, saxophone; Dean
Leggett, electric piano; and Pete Wilson,
trumpet.
(photo by Stewart)

ZPG polls
Since that setback ZPG is
taking polls of people that saw
the show to determine if they
One of the Central's two jazz
The stage band was also the everything we did that night and
associated the film with ZPG or
combos, " Eight-Pound Ball, " band to get a .standing ovation we really represented Central
population stabilization in
was named a winner at the from the judges and three well."
general.
Intercollegiate Northwest Jazz standing ovations from the
Eight-Pound Ball will now be
If the poll shows people Festival in Bremerton Sunday.
audience.
flown back to Washington, D.C.,
associate the show with the
"Eight-Pound Ball" is made up
One member of the band at the end of this month, to
organization, ZPG will take of eight students from the larger commented afterwards, "I'll tell perform in the John F. Kennedy
Paramount to court for an after stage band. Gary Hobbs, you one thing, we cooked in Center for the Performing Arts.
damages suit.
drummer for the stage band, is
the director of the combo. Other
- band members are John Ward,
Jazz Night II will be held Sunday at 8: 15 p.m. in McConnell
Max Rees, Dean - Leggett-, John
Giolini, Pete Wilson, Alan Auditorium.
Jazz Night II features the stage band, under the direction of John
Paxton and Mike Cooper.
Moawad and its two combos. It will be a jam-packed night of all
Hobbs was once again honored kinds of jazz, including original compositions and arrangements.
Among other tunes, the stage band will be performing two charts
Sunday when ~e r~cei~e~ an
award for. h~s rndividual that were written by members of the band. The first piece,
per~ormance m his combo at the -"Executive Suite," was written by Greg Metcalfe, a saxophone
festival.
player.
·
Ward, a graduate student and
The second original composition is a ballad composed by graduate
trombone player for the stage student John Ward, a trombone player. Ward's piece received a
band' was a warded the standing ovation from the judges at the Northwest Jazz Festival last
outstanding musician award of Sunday night.
the big band contest.
The two combos that also will be playing are the American
Central's stage band itself, Rhythm Jazz Quintet, directed by Greg Metcalfe, and "Eight-Pound
however, did not win the big Ball," directed by Gary Hobbs, drummer.
Metcalfe's group will be performing his own arrangement of "High
band decision as the big band
honors went ·to Western Heel Sneakers." "Eight Pound Ball" is the combo which took top
Washington State College. honors at the Northwest Jazz Festival.
Tickets are presently on sale in the SUB information booth at the
According to the score sheets,
however, . Central was given the price of 50 cents for students and $1 for adults. Tickets also will be
highest rating of any of the sold at the door for the same prices.
other bands, with 97 points out
Proceeds from the concert will be used to buy the band an electric
of a possible 100.
piano.

Jazz combo receives award

Jazz· potpourri featured

SUMMER RENTALS

CALL

PIONEER VILLAGE
14TH &DSTREET

3 BEDROOM UN ITS

RESERVE
925-9727
NOW

FURNISHED AND ~ UTILITIES

By - Freeman

Only 2 BLOCKS FROM ANY

GOOD SPORT. SOFT, COMFORTABLE SQUARED OFF
TOE, BIG STITCH, A GREAT
LOOK TO RELAX IN. TARRAVAN TAN BUCK, CREPE
SOLE.

PART OF CAMPUS
YES, LAWNS FOR SUNBATHl'N G
WASHROOM TOO-

Jetty $15 95

PIONEER VILLAGE
14TH &D

925-9727
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Editor•s focus

'Sleuthing' the Su~nen Foundation.
by Sandi Dolbee
news editor
Sleuthing can be very interesting and quite
rewarding sometimes. The facts drawn out may
often appear trivial on the surface, but actually
can be quite important when th~y are _used to
understand something which is below the
surface.
In sleuthing what can be termed "social
facts," those trivial facts that, when linked
together in the proper perspective, do offer
some useful insights into the society as a whole.
Charles McGehee, ~istant professor of
sociology, has done some very interesting
sleuthing into such social facts recently.
All day Monday the SUB experienced -a
successful symposium called "Love and. Love
Substitutes," a get-together aimed at getting
involved with love and encountering others.
A lot of good speakers were scheduled,
including the Rev. Ralph Abernathy. What
seems to be of . some importance, however, is
that one of the gr~ups sponsoring this
symposium is an.organization called the Sunnen
Foundation.
On the surface, the Sunnen Foundation is a
philanthropic organization concerned with
' ' g r ants to organizations concerned with
population problems" (hmmm ... What does
"Love and Love Substitutes" have to do with
population problems?).
Initial investigation
When McGehee heard that the Sunnen
Foundation was aiding the financial cause of
this symposium, a mental bell rang.
He remembered that when he was a graduate
student in Nevad~, sorrie people were working

on abortion reform there with financial
. ~istance from the Sunnen Foundation.
Then he thought he remembered some kind
of direct link between the Sunnen Foundation
and a very large chain of contraceptive
manufacturers.
Could it be possible that the Sunnen
Foundation is linked with these contraceptives?
Could it be possible that the interests
supporting the foundation could profit from
these people getting involved and thereby
needing their products.
If this be true, he had mused, one may need
to inquire about the nature of philanthropy. · ·
Up to now it has been pure conjecture.
McGehee knew he had to substantiate things, so
he began digging in the "library, looking up
patent numbers and inquiring about the nature
of the Sunnen Foundation itself.
After five days of research some evidence had
been uncovered. Not the kind of evidence with
which one opens and shuts a case, but the kind
of evidence which at least somewhat satisfies
individual curiosities.
Stacking evidences
McGehee .first made 'the direct link between
the Sunnen Foundation and Sunnen Products,
through The Foundation Directory and Who's
Who in America, which stated that Joseph
Sunnen is both the donor for the -sunnen
Foundation and the president of the board of
.!Iirectors for Sunnen Produc.ts.
He then went on some hunches which linked
Sunnen with Emko Company, which
manufacturers contraceptive foam, genital
towlettes and feminine hygiene spray and
powder.

. McGehee, to prove his dedication, purchased
a package of the foam and looked up the patent
numbers on the box. One of the patent
numbers (3,487,886 if you're interested) sure
enough was held by Joseph Sunnen. ·
This patented item was a gadget which was
used as a means for indicating the remaining
contents of a container.
Then he discovered other· patents held by
Sunnen related to foam aerosol contraceptives.
Final hook
Finally the clincher was revealed: according
to R.L. Polk Co., Seattle, which puts out the
city directory for St. Louis (home of Sunnen
Foundation, Sunnen Products and Emko
Products), the Emko Company is indeed a
division of Sunnen Products.
The direct tie between Sunnen Foundation,
Sunnen Products and Emko Company now has
been made.
All this leads one to question the nature of
philanthropy and its place in our capitalistic
society today.
It may certainly be argued that Sunnen's
products are worthwhile and that his
Foundation is also worthwhile. But the
cynicism involved here just can't help but come
out.
For instance, one could quite easily draw a
bit of ironic eviden.ce as to why Sunnen would
be interested in a "love" symposium. Note the
advertisement for this symposium in last
Friday's Crier: "I want to _be cuddled ... I
want to be close: .. I WANT TO BE LOVED."
Draw your · own conclusions as to why
Sunnen would be interested.

Nonaggression pacts approved by parliament

'JeSus People'
by W. Smithson
staff wriier
Prompted by a letter to the
Crier, in which its author
described the Jesus freaks as
being "belligerents" and
"eccentrics," an interview was
held with a spokesman from the
group in an attempt to find out
what is happening with the Jesus
People, as they call themselves.
Steve Shrader, the unofficial
leader of the group, described
the gathering as simply a group
of people who were drawn to
each other by Jesus. Most were
raised in "Christian" homes and
left their various churches which
didn't have the answers to their
questions. In Shrader's words
they were "hungry for the
truth."
The group, composed of 10
"hard core workers", lives in a
commune in Ellensburg and runs
the Country Post restaurant.
Concerning this "business",
Shrader emphatically stated that
the Country Post was there
solely to . provide a place for
people to come ·and heat about
Jesus.
"If it ever starts to be a
restaurant for simply eating I'll
close it down."
Their newspaper, Truth, is
financed . by donations alone,
although it is ~free paper if one
doesn't have the bread.
According to Shrader, the paper
is merely a tool for striking up a
conversation in the-street.
Shrader's reaction to the

Special Summer
Rqtes

at

B"oNN -The We:;t German parliament today approved nonaggression treaties
with the Soviet Union and
charges of "high pressure Poland in a major victory for
s e 11 i n g "
ma de i n t he Chancellor Willy Brandt who
aformientioned letter was one of has said they will lead to the
easing of East-West tension in
agreement.
"It's a just complaint" he Europe.
Brandt had sought parliamenstated, agreeing that the newer
workers are often too much in tary approval of the two
earnest and do not realize that . treaties before President
they might be coming on strong.
He mentioned that this is one
· of the reasons why a newer
member is paired with a
"veteran" when witnessing in
the street.
Shrader suspects that one
cause of the author's anger was a
worker from an outside group. A
large .group from Bellingham did
- recently come to Ellensburg for
a few days.
Further, Shrader has
constantly been advising the
group to watch themselves when
approaching . people, using
restraint at all times.

AT
THE

Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apts. Edge of campus. $115.
Call 925-3881 or see at 1503 D.
St. Apt. No. 5 after 4 p.m.
.•

· bOrders drawn in Europe at the

end of the Second World War as
"inviolable"-a major concession which cost Brandt political
support.
The vote on the nonaggression treaty with the Soviet
Union was 248 to 10 with 238
abstentions.
The vote on the nonaggression treaty with Poland was 248
to 17 with 231 abstentions.

when the opposition Christian
Democrats refused to support
them.
The opposition swung into
line briefly but changed its
mind today and the treaties
won by narrow votes.
Brandt had won the Nobel
Peace Prize for negotiating the
treaties which recognize the

RANCH

REMEMBER MUSIC SATURDAY

TONIGHT &

Their policy is that they are
not trying to convince people,
but instead to share the gift that
they believe God has given-only
if they want it.
After observing some of the
people in the street for a few
days, this reporter became
convinced that this is usually the
case.
If, when offered· a paper, a
student was to decline, that was
it. Most of the talking came
about wheri a student appeared
to be setting up for a debate
with the Jesus freak, determined
to beat him at' his own game.

SA TU RDA y

. DOUBLE IMAGE
NEXT WEDNESDAY

HASH BROWN
NEXT FRIDAY

APALOOSA &
HUNGRY JUNCTION

·11LK.
F-RESH GRADE A
44 cents ~ gallon

GLEN MANOR

Nixon's visit to Moscow May 22
-30 but ran into difficulties

· Homo-past 'K Gal. 48c
Open 3-6:30 Daily

.NANUM VUE DAIRY
~ittitas Higbwar.962:-2'tt- ~

·

KEGS TO GO

I 'f,~
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'Cats host District .
net championship$
Five NAIA District One
schools join the host Central ·
Washington tennis team this
weekend for the district
championship here.
.More than thirty individual
tennis players are expected to
take part in the single
elimination tourney · which
starts Friday.
.
Singles matches begin at 10
a.m. Friday on both the College .
courts and also· at the Ellensburg High School courts.
Friday afternoon, all the
matches move to the college
courts where the tourney will
continue.
are co-favored to win the team
title. Pacific Lutheran won the.

Northwest Conference tournament tWo weeks ago, while
· the host Wildcats were undefeated in Eyergr.een Conference competition.
Central's Mark · Morrill,
Tacoma senior and Ken Van
Amtiurg, junior from Yakima
alond with Jack ·Fournier of
Whitworth are favored to battle
Jt out for the singles title.
Morrill and Van Amberg
/ team up in the doubles and will
challenge Pacific Lutheran's
champions Ted Carlson and
Dave Knodel.
·
Other schools competing in
the two day meet will be:
.Western Washington, Eastern ·
Washington and Whitman.

Crier
RUGBY ACTION-This is the kind of action you
can expect to see if you attend the Second Annual

and Sunday. The . tournament, which is the
largest of its kind in the Northwest, will field 10

Strawberry Cup Rugby Tournament and
Reception which will take place here Saturday

teams. The even-t is -sponsored b-y the Central
Washington Rugby Club.

tournament will be University of and tackling of modern football
Washington, Washington State and the kicking of soccer
University, , ~ower Columbia, without the use of any pads or
Seattle Rugby Club, · .Langly ,protection. There are 15 men on
British Columbia, ·Portland ,a -rugby · team, comprising eight
Rugby Club and two teams from s,c r u m m ers, a scrum half!
Central Washington.
stand~ff, four running ·backs and
The Rugby Club here at
Central is in its second year and
has had good success tJ:iis spring.
This quarter the club has
defeated Montana 11-0,
Whitwo~h College 15-4 and
dropped a close one ~o Western
Washington 17-14.
Rugby has _been described as
unorganized mayhem. The game
developed from soccer .- and is
simila~ to . American f ~tball,
although with a few significant
differences.
Rugby combines the running

'

·r. ._
.-_ -_s--- __ t
.

-

,

Strawberrycupthisweekend·J·
This Saturday and Sunday the
Central Washington Rugby Club
presents the "Second .Annual
Strawberry Cup Rugby
Tournament and Reception."
This tournament is t~e largest ·
rugby tournament in the
Northwest this spring with 10
teaim vying for the coveted
Strawberry Cup.
. Some top caliber rugby teams
.will be competing in the
tournament this · ·weekend.
Western Washington is currently·
ranke~d fourth in the nation arid
recently placed fourth at the
Monterey Rugby Tournament in
California.
The University of Oregon. is
another powerful team placing
fourth ill _ -the Golden Gate
Tournament at San Francisco.
· Other teams represented at the

.

por . ·~

Trackmen at Cheney

Wildcats in District
by Chris f!oushey
sports writer

a fullback.

runners. They just might grab
off enough. points in those races
to win the meet," Lionvale said.

This Saturday at Eastern the · Central trackers have started
Games start Saturday morning Central track team will try to to come into their own with
at 10 a.m. with Central playing put it all together at the NAIA junior Bill Harsh setting a new
District I championships on the school record in the discus of
Lower Columbia Rugby Club. Cheney campus.
. 173-9 to break his own .mark
There will be nine or ten games · But they may be ..holding a
and freshman Paul Slichter
on Saturday lasting until 3 p.m. little back because what Coach lowering his time in the mile to
Lionvale wants most of all is t!1e 4: 18.4. At, the ,start of the year
The Championship game will conference championship.
he 'Was running a 4:34.
be played at 12:30 Sunday
Dave Walker, who sat out last
"The team is right on
afternoon with the consolation
week's
meet at Western because
schedule. We are in the second
. game startillg at 11 a.m.
week of a three-week cycle. We of a muscle strain in his lower
All games will be played on hope to have everyone at their back, is expected to see limited
the fields , directly behind the peaks by the conference meet," duty tomorrow.
gym. Be sure to be there for an said Lionvale. ·
Lionvale will put Walker back
Lionvale figures Simon Fraser in the 440 relay along with Mike
afternoon of fun, thrills and
as the real threat this year and Behrbaum who has also been out
probably a little blood.
gives Whitworth an outside of that race for awhile. Walker
·chance.
·will not long jump and might
"Whitworth won their not run in the mile relay.

BUCK AN' A QUARTER

conference championship an~
Seven athletes have quaiified
h a s tremendous
distance for the nationals among them
are Al Wells and Terry Ric~
in the
steeplechase and Bill
1
Bloom in the three-mile.

We'.Repair vws·

-'PALO'S
2nd & Main - 925-2055

AT THE •••

5th Quar1er

Central looks to be the
\ favorite tomorrow with Simon
· Fraser and Whitworth right on
its tail.
·

ex_
h ibition
and sale
original
graphiCS

purchasesmaybecharged

.$125

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
FINE & APPLIED ARTS BUILDING
STUDENT .CENTER
Mon., May 22-12 Noon to 8 p.m•

.CHAGALL, BASK1N, ROUAULT, DAUMIER AND

Yes, We Have Gallon Jugs
(25' Deposit)

M~NY

OTHERS

ARRANGED BY FERDINAND ROTEN GALLERIES
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

:Playoff time
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Baseballers at Lewiston

·

NATIONAL 'KITTENS-These 1ve entra co-e s an
e1r coac
(top) represented CWSC at the women's national track and field
meet last weekend in Knoxvilte, Tenn. Although they failed to place
as a team, all five turned in personal bests in their respective
events. The women are, bottom from I.; Mickey Clarke, Marcie
Ehinger and Alma Gapsch. Top from left are Sue Lyons and Mary
Scott, and over the hurdle is coach Janice Boyungs. _(Photo by
Cottrell)

Women spikers
in personal bestS
by Bill Irving
sports writer

When your all best performers
do their personal best but only
one places in the finals, then
chances are your team's been in
one big meet.
In the case of the women's
track team the .meet was the
'nationals held last Friday and
Saturday in Knoxville, Tenn.,
and it was a big one.
The 'Cats didn't place as a
team in the meet, which
wome,n's track coach Janice
Boyungs described as "about the
most fantastic competition the
nationals has ever had."
Twenty states and 48 schools
were represented in the affair.
Leading the personal bests
were the 440 relay team of Mary
Scott, Mickey Clarke, Alma
Gapsch and Sue Lyons who
churned a 51.6 in the semi-finals
and a 52.3 in the, finals in
pouring rain. They finished in_
, eighth place but gathered no
points.
O!her personal bests for the
five-woman squad were Lyons'

-11.8 clocking in the 100 dash,
Scott's 27 .5 in the 220, the 880
medley relay's 1: 57 and Marcia
Ehinger's javelin toss of 114'8"
and shot put of 36'8". ·
The - 880 medley relay of
Scott, Clarke, Lyons and Gapsch
was beat out of the finals by half
a step. .
California State at Hayward
won the biggie of the season and
Texas Women's University was
runnerup. Eleven schools from
.the Northwest took part with
Flathead Valley Community
College (Kalispell, Mont.) the
top finisher in fourth or fifth.
Ms. Boyungs said she was "very
proud of our gals" and indicated
they "put out everything they
had."
The Central women will have
to come through wit'h some
more personal bests this
weekend as they host the
Northwest College Women's
Sports Association meet on
Friday and Saturday.
Preliminaries are Friday at
noon with the finals at 9 a.m.
Saturday.

by Roger Underwood
sports editor
Central's baseball Wildcats, on
the basis of their 20-11 season
record which focluded a
super-strong finish (15 wins in
their last 18 games) have been
chosen to -playoff with Lewis
and Clark State for the NAIA
District 1 championship in a best
two of three series starting today
in Lewiston.
·The 'Cats, who finished
second in the Evergreen
Conference 's tandings by
'sandwiching 14 straight wins
between four conference losses,
will face a team with the top
won-loss record in the district
(24-8-1) and three lefthanded
starting pitchers.
- Central has played LCS once
this season but the outcome
didn't prove a thing. They tied
0-0 in a game that was called
after eight innings.
"They appear to have better
team pitching than we have
overall but. we look to have the
stronger hitting," said coach
Gary Frederick as he analyzed
the two clubs.
The Idaho team is led by Gary·
Barker, a senior who won 7, lost
2 and posted a 1.39 earned run
averaged.
Bob Burrus, a freshman, also
hung up a 7-2 record and has a
1.87 .ERA, while sophomore
Steve Jentsch rounds out the
starters with a .6-1 record and
2.38 ERAri
Although Central's mound
staff isn't quite as impressive
statistically, the Wildcats boast
two experienceq starters who
have thrown in post-season
action before, as well as a good
third man and a couple of
impr~ssive freshman.
The two experienced hurlers
are Dave Heaverlo and Greg
Schulte who both have felt the
pressure of playoff play and who
also have combined for 13 wins
and only 2 losses this year.
Heaverlo has thrown two
no-hitters, the second in his last
outing against Eastern last
Friday.
· Schulte, who has apparently

shaken some arm problems that
plagued him earlier in the year,
fired a two-hitter his last time
out.
"They both look like they're
coming around," commented
Frederick.
Lewis and Clark has four
regulars hitting over .300 but
they can't match the offensive
array the Wildca~ will throw at
them.
The 'Cats have almost that
many men over .400, led by
outfielders Jim Vandersys and
R.J. Williams, catcher Dave
Hopkes and first baseman Bob
Utecht.
The marked improvement of
shortstop Bob Kelley and second
baseman John Basich, both in
the field and at the plate, has
given Frederick punch
throughout his lineup.
The defense, which Frederick
termed "a question mark" at the
start of the year, has been
steadily improving thanks to the
solid play of Kelley and Basich
up the middle and Gannon's
hustle at third.
"Basich has · been -a real fine
addition to our ballclub," said

l ibe rtyrheatre

Fred~rick. "He and Kelley have
turned,_ over a lot of big double
plays for us this year, and Mike
(Gannon) is playing third a lot
more naturally, too."
The 'Cats failed in theh: bid
for a fifth straight EvCo title,
but 'Frederick looks positively at
his club's performance.
"You couldn't say we bl~w it,
after losing those first three
games. That just about shoots
your chances right there," he
related.
"We came back better than
anybody thought we would and
put pressure on OCE. Sure, I feel
strongly about the EvCo as d.o
all the kids, but we 're looking
ahead to the playoffs now."
Earlier in the season,
Fred.erick said, "We'll see what
kind of pressure ball club we are.
If yve can't play well -under
pressure, we've got no business
being in any tournament."
They did it under pressure
during the season better than
anyon·e dared think they would.
They've got experienced,,
pitching, a devastating hitting
attack and momentum. Let's
just hope they keep it together.

OPEN6:45

925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.

20TH CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS "THE FRENCH CONNECTION" A PHILIP O'ANTONI PRODUCTION srm•"" GENE HACKMAN

STARTS WEDNESDAY, MAY 24th
Showings At 7: 00 & 8: 40 Each Night

$10°° FREE MERCHANDISE!!

Cluuh~ Cliaphn fiffi

-"MODERN TIMES''
with Paulette Goddard

Released through Columbia Pictures

The Villag_e

~

OPEN6:45

925-4598
ENDS TUESDAY

Showings At 7: 00 & 9: 15 Each Night

"A -PAUL
MASTERPIECE
I"
D. ZIMMERMAN, Newsweek

STARTS WEDNESDAY, MAY 24th
"THE FRENCH CONNECTION"
Will Move From Libert to Village for 2nd Week
-,, __ -- __ _-:--,: : : : \}:?:cF:':}'/:'/:::,

Just guess my age. No purchase necessary.
- Draw high noon May 27th

MILLS SADDLE N' TOGS
Old Hoss. in the Door The Store With The ??? Year

925-3266
OPEN8:15
FRI.,SAT.&SUN:

4th 'N
Main

Shows At Dusk JAMES GARNER in
"SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL GUN FIGI{fER"
Plus Sean Connery as JAMES BOND 007
"DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER" ,
General Admission $1.50

----

----------------------------~
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8-TRACK TAPE PLAYBACK DECK

· r_ON l:.Y
-:+k":
'"'
New 'compact design fits anywhere
f_ ! c~~riect~ !~
f ~-

w1tb tape 1acks
•
t 4 illuminated channel i · tor$;
•
Changes channeltauto
a~ly ur,by
•
I~ J>US~b-~ton.
·
•
••
Reg. _49'
•
•••
••
'••
••
•
•
•
•
• HEAD &
••
SHOULDERS.___ALL
•
2.7 oz
PURPOSE;
••
Lotion
•
3 •6 oz
PLASTIC
6

T -107

5

·

59~

.

•'.

-·-'CRACKLE ·
.

5

: ·. \ Mr. GOOD

• ··' ALMOND . · For

•
•
••

•
•
•
•

CLEARASIL:
.65

OZ

Reg.

_ . 9s~

1.2 .oz

~:9·

10.7 oz
Good Beer
· Glass

: HERSHEY~:~oz

.•

•

cup·

Tube

•
•
•
•
••
•

2995

a

•
•
•
••
•
•

•
•

. stereo radi~~ or Jirhplifi(,'

9

100

5 9"i;m.-m•\_ :
~·p

·

89 ~ .
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Have Your
Doctor Call

·

•

I

Without Coupon 19c eo. j
Umlt Ono Ordor of 10 ,., Cu110ff• Eaplros .................... ..

Redeemable Cash Value 1/20 of One Cent

.

•
•
•
•

"4.5 Fl oz

'CUP THIS COUPON AND SAVE!

Family Si• _
Reg. or Mint

49

4

Reg. l

5 9·

93,,. :
........................................................ .
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

'

Offer good through May
Cash Value 1 /20th cent

TRIPLE ANTIBIOTIC
OINTMENT
Reg. 169
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